INTRODUCTION
============

Potassium (K^+^) channels conduct and regulate K^+^ flux across the cell membrane, and they can be exquisitely selective, generally allowing K^+^ to pass across cell membranes while blocking other ion species. Crystal structures and biophysical studies have provided us with considerable insight into the mechanisms underlying K^+^ channel selectivity. The crystal structures of KcsA and Kv1.2 channels have revealed a central pore that is mostly constricted over a narrow span, termed the selectivity filter, near the extracellular side of the membrane ([@bib8]; [@bib35]). K^+^ selectivity arises mostly from two essential features of the selectivity filter structure: the carbonyl oxygen atoms lining it, which mimic the coordination of K^+^ ions in water, and the protein packing around the selectivity filter that holds the pore open ([@bib8]). The diameter of the selectivity filter (∼3 Å in the closed state) allows the carbonyl oxygen atoms to coordinate well with dehydrated K^+^ (2.66 Å in diameter) and cuts off the permeation of larger ions ([@bib8]; [@bib19]), which suggests sufficient structural rigidity to maintain selectivity ([@bib21]). Biophysical studies have attempted to deduce the size of the K^+^ channel selectivity filter from the size of the largest permeant ion. The largest alkali metal ion that permeates K^+^ channels is Rb^+^ (2.96 Å in diameter). Cs^+^ (3.38 Å in diameter) and methyl groups (4 Å in diameter) permeate very weakly or only under extreme circumstances, and this suggests a selectivity filter diameter of between 2.96 and 3.38 Å ([@bib1]; [@bib18]). These data are consistent with the crystal structure, implying that the selectivity filter is not easily expanded further.

No protein is rigid, however, and not only when open must the selectivity filter conform to each ion by numerous small adjustments that may greatly improve ion--filter interaction, but global conformational changes of the channel protein can also change the dimensions of the selectivity filter ([@bib19]; [@bib21]). In Kv channels, the most dramatic example arises when Kv channels C-type inactivate, and the channels transiently become Na^+^ permeable ([@bib60]; [@bib25]; [@bib68]). This is one line of evidence that C-type inactivation makes the channel nonconducting through a localized constriction of the selectivity filter. In addition, mutated *Shaker* K^+^ channels can pass through subconductance states on the way to the fully open state and during channel closing. These states, which seem to represent successive conformational steps in different subunits, also exhibit different ion selectivity ([@bib73], [@bib74]). Collectively, these studies strongly suggest a flexible nature of the selectivity filter, rather than a rigid cylindrical structure.

NMDG^+^ is an organic monovalent cation that forms a linear molecule with a charged methylamine head group and a glucose-like hydrophilic tail, making it 6.4-Å wide and 12-Å long (∼7.3 Å in mean diameter) ([@bib63]). NMDG^+^ permeation has been reported in a few ion channels, such as ATP-gated P2X channels ([@bib23]; [@bib64]; [@bib9]; [@bib29]; [@bib14]; [@bib40]), epithelial Ca^2+^ channel ECaC ([@bib46]), glutamate receptor channels ([@bib6]), and some mechanosensitive channels ([@bib57]; [@bib27]; [@bib30]; [@bib72]). Recently, a slight permeation of NMDG^+^ through voltage sensor pores has been reported in mutant Nav1.4 channels ([@bib58]). In contrast to its permeation, block by NMDG^+^ has been widely observed in K^+^, Na^+^, Ca^2+^, and other ion channels. Internal NMDG^+^ acts on *Shaker* channels as an open-channel blocker, impeding activation gate closure and thus prolonging deactivation ([@bib44]). NMDG^+^ also produces a very rapid block of Ca^2+^-activated K^+^ channels from the inside of the membrane, but not the outside ([@bib32]). Because it does not permeate most ion channels, NMDG^+^ has been widely used as a substitute for permeant cations, such as K^+^ or Na^+^ ([@bib17]; [@bib51]; [@bib63]; [@bib5]; [@bib67]; [@bib44]).

Potassium channels of the Kv3 family have some unique biophysical properties among the Kv channel subfamilies. They activate at more negative potentials and have remarkably fast activation and deactivation kinetics ([@bib53]; [@bib54]). These gating properties mirror those of certain endogenous neuronal K^+^ currents ([@bib3]; [@bib49]; [@bib59]; [@bib31]). In addition to those atypical gating properties, here we show that Kv3 channels also have unusual permeation properties, becoming permeable to NMDG^+^ in the absence of K^+^. The permeation of NMDG^+^ implies that the selectivity filter of Kv3 channels is capable of expanding dramatically to accommodate an NMDG^+^ ion. Furthermore, a tyrosine residue at the outer pore region (TVGYGDM**Y**) of Kv3 channels has been identified as a crucial component in the control of the permeability, suggesting that the structural support of the TVGYG sequence can be altered by changing the property of this residue.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Molecular biology and cell culture
----------------------------------

Two forms of rat Kv3 channels, Kv3.1 ([@bib38]) and 3.2b ([@bib37]), as well as human Kv1.5 ([@bib12]), were used in these experiments. The wild-type (WT) Kv3.1 and Kv1.5 R487Y/V mutant channels were separately expressed in human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293 cells to form stable lines, whereas the WT Kv3.2b, Kv3.2b P468W, WT Kv1.5, and Kv1.5 W472F/R487Y were transiently expressed in HEK 293 cells. The mammalian expression vector pcDNA3 was used for expression of the channels which were sequenced to check for errors before being used in transient transfections. HEK cells were grown in MEM with 10% fetal bovine serum at 37°C in an air/5% CO~2~ incubator. For transient transfection, HEK cells were plated at 20--30% confluence on sterile glass coverslips in 25-mm Petri dishes and incubated overnight. The channel DNA was incubated with enhanced green fluorescent protein (eGFP) cDNA to identify the transfected cells efficiently (2 µg eGFP and 2 µg of channel DNA) and 3 µl LipofectAMINE 2000 (Invitrogen) in 100 µl of serum-free medium for 30 min, and then added to the dishes containing HEK 293 cells in 2 ml MEM with 10% fetal bovine serum. After 5 h of incubation, the culture medium was changed and the cells were incubated overnight before recording. Cells that expressed eGFP were selected for patch clamp experiments.

Electrophysiology
-----------------

Coverslips with adherent cells were removed from the incubator before experiments and placed in a superfusion chamber (volume of 250 µl) containing the control bath solution at an ambient temperature (22--23°C). The bath solution was exchanged by switching the perfusates at the inlet of the chamber, with complete bath solution changes taking 5--10 s. Whole cell current recording and data analysis were performed using an Axopatch 200B amplifier and pClamp 8 software (MDS Analytical Technologies). Patch electrodes were fabricated using thin-walled borosilicate glass (World Precision Instruments) and fire polished to improve seal resistance. Electrodes had resistances of ∼1--3 MΩ when filled with the filling solutions. Capacity compensation was routinely used in all whole cell recordings, and 80% series resistance compensation was only used when recording in excess of 5 nA of whole cell current. Measured series resistance was between 1 and 3 MΩ for all recordings. When the series resistance changed during the course of an experiment, data were discarded. A "-P/6" protocol was used for the online subtraction of the leakage and capacitive currents. The potential used for delivery of leak subtraction pulses was −90 to −110 mV. Data were filtered using a 4-pole Bessel filter with an *f*~c~ of 10 kHz and sampled at 10--100 kHz. Membrane potentials have not been corrected for small junction potentials that arose between bath and pipette solutions.

All charge measurements (*Q*~on~ and *Q*~off~) were obtained by integrating the currents during the depolarizations (*Q*~on~) and the repolarizations (*Q*~off~) over sufficient time to allow the currents to return to the baseline. The time course of the decaying tail currents was fit with a single-exponential function: *a\*exp(−t/τ)+c*, where *a* is the initial current amplitude, *τ* is the time constant, and *c* represents an offset. The permeability ratio *P*~K~^+^/*P*~NMDG~^+^ was calculated according to the Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz equation ([@bib19]):where *E*~rev~ is the reversal potential; \[NMDG^+^\] and \[K^+^\] are the concentrations of NMDG^+^ and K^+^, respectively; *P*~NMDG~^+^ and *P*~K~^+^ are the membrane permeability to NMDG^+^ and K^+^, respectively; *z* is the valence; and *R*, *T*, and *F* have their usual meanings. The data are presented throughout as mean ± SEM. Statistical analyses were conducting using one-way ANOVA.

For recordings of NMDG^+^ currents, patch pipettes contained (in mM): 140 NMDG^+^, 1 MgCl~2~, 10 EGTA, and 10 HEPES. The solution was adjusted to pH 7.2 with HCl. The bath solution contained (in mM): 140 NMDG^+^, 10 HEPES, 10 dextrose, 1 MgCl~2~, and 1 CaCl~2~ and was adjusted to pH 7.4 with HCl. Throughout, the subscripts ~i~ or ~o~ denote intra- or extracellular ion concentrations, respectively. All chemicals were from Sigma-Aldrich. All water used in these experiments was passed through organic filters and two-stage distillation before a Milli-Q de-ionizing system (Millipore) that returned water with specific resistance of ∼20 MΩ·cm at 25°C. Any contaminating K^+^ or Na^+^ in the water used for the solutions was below detection limits (\<2.6 µM for K^+^ and \<2.2 µM for Na^+^), measured using inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (CANTEST). The purity of NMDG from Sigma-Aldrich was reported to be ≥99%, and there was a measured contamination of ∼33 µM K^+^ and ∼14 µM Na^+^ in the 140-mM NMDG^+^ solutions (CANTEST). Because the central aim of this work was to examine the permeation of NMDG^+^ through Kv3 channels, it was important to discount the actions of any contaminating permeant ions. For that reason, we repeated the examination of NMDG^+^ permeation by using a highly purified NMDG^+^ (99.9%) from Spectrum. The NMDG^+^ from Spectrum gave rise to an undetectable level of K^+^ (\<2.6 µM) and 11 µM Na^+^ in the140-mM NMDG^+^ solutions. The data in [Fig. S1](http://www.jgp.org/cgi/content/full/jgp.200810139/DC1) show that NMDG^+^ tail currents persisted under these conditions and that the further addition of 1 mM Na^+^ to the extracellular NMDG^+^ solution reduced the observed tail current, which we explain by competition for permeation through the channel between NMDG^+^ and this added Na^+^.

Online supplemental material
----------------------------

The supplemental material provides further support that NMDG^+^ ions carry the inward tail currents in the experiments with symmetrical NMDG^+^. In Fig. S1, NMDG^+^ tail currents persisted in the presence of highly purified NMDG^+^ (Spectrum) solutions. Furthermore, the addition of 1 mM Na^+^ to the extracellular NMDG^+^ solution reduced the amplitude of the tail current. This phenomenon can be explained by competition for permeation through the channel between NMDG^+^ and this added Na^+^. The online supplemental material is available at <http://www.jgp.org/cgi/content/full/jgp.200810139/DC1>.

RESULTS
=======

NMDG^+^ currents recorded from HEK cells expressing Kv3 channels
----------------------------------------------------------------

Gating currents are usually much smaller than ionic currents, and to visualize them clearly, without contamination by ions passing through the pore, permeant ions are usually omitted. Data in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows experiments to record Kv3 channel gating current, in which symmetrical 140 mM NMDG^+^ was substituted for K^+^ and Na^+^ in the solutions, an ionic condition often used in Kv channel gating current studies ([@bib17]; [@bib51]; [@bib5]; [@bib67]; [@bib44]). With these solutions, depolarizations failed to elicit any current in the untransfected HEK cells, confirming the abolition of cationic conductance through the endogenous K^+^ channels ([Fig. 1 B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). When the same experiment was repeated with the HEK cells transiently expressing rat WT Kv3.2b channels, as seen in [Fig. 1 C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, upward transient current deflections were observed during the depolarizations. These are on-gating currents that originate from the displacement of the charged residues in voltage-sensing domains, mostly in S4 segments ([@bib47]; [@bib48]; [@bib55]; [@bib52]). However, if the depolarization was more positive than −40 mV, when the membrane was repolarized to −100 mV, robust inward deactivating currents appeared during the repolarization. The amplitudes of the inward currents were much larger than the amplitude of the on-gating currents during the depolarizations, so that the charge returned during repolarization (*Q*~off~) was much larger than that moved during the prior depolarization (*Q*~on~). The magnitude of *Q*~off~ increased in a voltage-dependent manner when the depolarizations were over −40 mV and saturated at the potentials over ∼0 mV. The maximum *Q*~off~ was ∼20--30 times larger than *Q*~on~ ([Fig. 1 E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). This was an unusual finding because the gating charge moved during depolarization is expected to equal that returned during repolarization, in the absence of gating charge immobilization, as reported in many gating current studies in *Shaker* and other Kv channels ([@bib51], [@bib50]; [@bib5]; [@bib71]; [@bib67]; [@bib65]). It was notable that the normalized G-V relationship for conducting Kv3.2b channels had a very similar voltage dependence to the *Q*~off~*/Q*~on~ ratio (solid line through the data with NMDG^+^~i/o~ in [Fig. 1 E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

![Inward NMDG^+^ currents recorded from HEK cells expressing Kv3.2b channels. (A) The pulse protocol used in the experiments shown in B--D. The cells were held at −100 mV and depolarized for 12 ms to potentials between −40 and +20 mV in 20-mV steps. The depolarization was applied at 0.5 Hz. (B--D) Current recordings from an untransfected cell (B) or a cell transiently expressing Kv3.2b channels (C and D) with symmetrical 140 mM NMDG^+^ containing solutions (B and C) or with 140 mM NMDG^+^ containing internal solution and 140 mM TEA^+^ containing external solution (D). The upward current deflections during the depolarizations in C and D are on-gating currents. The short dashed lines denote the zero current level in this and subsequent figures. (E) Averaged ratio of *Q*~off~/*Q*~on~ as a function of the pulse potential. The amount of charge displaced during depolarization and repolarization (*Q*~on~ and *Q*~off~) was obtained from the time integral of the currents during depolarizations and repolarizations shown in C and D (*n* = 5--8). The horizontal dotted line indicates *Q*~off~/*Q*~on~ = 1.0. The solid line overlaying NMDG^+^ data are a fitting of normalized Kv3.2b channel tail currents (right ordinate) obtained with 135 mM K^+^~i~/5 mM K^+^~o~ to a single Boltzmann function. The half-activation voltage (V~1/2~) was 2.3 ± 3.0 mV, and the slope factor (*k*) was 9.1 ± 1.0 mV (*n* = 5).](JGP_200810139_LW_Fig1){#fig1}

As NMDG^+^ was the dominant cation in the extracellular solution, the possibility that NMDG^+^ might carry the inward currents was tested by replacement of extracellular NMDG-Cl with an equimolar concentration of TEA-Cl. Repeating the current recording on the same cell, we found with 140 mM TEA^+^~o~ that the amplitudes of the inward tail currents were significantly reduced ([Fig. 1 D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), now showing similar waveforms to those off-gating currents seen in *Shaker* and Kv channels ([@bib51], [@bib50]; [@bib2]; [@bib71]; [@bib67]). The ratio of *Q*~off~ over *Q*~on~ was reduced to 1 or ∼0.8 when the membrane potentials were over 0 mV ([Fig. 1 E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), consistent with other studies ([@bib51], [@bib50]; [@bib5]; [@bib71]). Because the concentrations of Cl^−^ were similar in [Fig. 1 (C and D)](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, the experiment in [Fig. 1 D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} confirmed that the inward deactivating currents in [Fig. 1 C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} were carried by NMDG^+^ through Kv3.2b channels.

We repeated the experiments of [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} on another member of the Kv3 subfamily, rat Kv3.1 ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). As in [Fig. 1 C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} with symmetrical 140-mM NMDG^+^ solutions, robust inward and slowly deactivating currents could be recorded on repolarization from the HEK cells stably expressing WT Kv3.1 channels ([Fig. 2 B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The size of the inward deactivating currents became larger than the on-gating currents as the amplitudes of the depolarizing pulses exceeded −40 mV, so that the magnitude of *Q*~off~ was much larger than *Q*~on~, with a maximum *Q*~off~/*Q*~on~ of ∼20--30 ([Fig. 2 D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). When the extracellular NMDG-Cl was replaced with an equimolar concentration of TEA-Cl, the amplitudes of the inward deactivating currents in Kv3.1 were reduced to the same extent as in Kv3.2b, showing normal gating currents ([Fig. 2 C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The ratio of *Q*~off~ over *Q*~on~ was also reduced to ∼0.9 at potentials over 0 mV ([Fig. 2 D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Again, the normalized G-V relationship for conducting Kv3.1 channels had a very similar voltage dependence to the *Q*~off~/*Q*~on~ ratio (solid line through the data with NMDG^+^~i/o~ in [Fig. 2 D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). These experiments on Kv3.2b and Kv3.1 suggest that, in the absence of K^+^, extracellular NMDG^+^ can permeate the channels upon repolarization during channel deactivation.

![Inward NMDG^+^ currents recorded from HEK cells stably expressing Kv3.1 channels. (A) The pulse protocol used to record the currents shown in B and C. The cells were held at −100 mV and depolarized for 12 ms at 0.5 Hz to potentials between −20 and +40 mV in 20-mV steps. (B and C) Current recordings from a cell stably expressing Kv3.1 channels with 140 mM of symmetrical NMDG^+^ solutions (B) or with 140 mM NMDG^+^ internal solution and 140 mM TEA^+^ external solution (C). (D) Averaged ratio of *Q*~off~/*Q*~on~ as a function of the pulse potentials. The amount of charge displaced during depolarizations and repolarizations (*Q*~on~ and *Q*~off~), respectively, was obtained as described in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} from the data shown in B and C (*n* = 4). The horizontal dotted line indicates *Q*~off~/*Q*~on~ = 1.0. The solid line overlaying NMDG^+^ data is a fitting of normalized Kv3.1 channel tail currents (right ordinate) obtained with 135 mM K^+^~i~/5 mM K^+^~o~ to a single Boltzmann function. The half-activation voltage (V~1/2~) was 3.9 ± 2.9 mV, and the slope factor (*k*) was 9.7 ± 0.9 mV (*n* = 7).](JGP_200810139_LW_Fig2){#fig2}

To further examine this permeability to NMDG^+^, the experiment in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} was repeated with a Kv1 family channel, Kv1.5 ([@bib12]). With symmetrical 140-mM NMDG^+^ solutions, we failed to record any significant inward deactivating current as observed in [Figs. 1 C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2 B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} from HEK cells overexpressing WT Kv1.5 channels, except for the gating currents that were identical to those seen in previous studies ([@bib67]; [@bib65]). The *Q*~off~/*Q*~on~ ratio remained ≤1, as shown in [Fig. 9 E](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}. The experiments with Kv1.5 excluded the possibility that the inward deactivating currents shown in [Figs. 1 C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2 B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} resulted from ionic contamination and suggest that the permeability to NMDG^+^ is associated with a specific Kv channel subfamily.

Block of the NMDG^+^ currents by 4-aminopyridine (4-AP) and external TEA
------------------------------------------------------------------------

A key question in this study is whether the NMDG^+^ currents in [Figs. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} pass through the central pore of Kv3.1 and 3.2b channels or through some other pathway such as the "voltage sensor pore" ([@bib58]). Current recordings in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} are of Kv3.1 and Kv3.2b channels obtained with symmetrical 140-mM NMDG^+^ solutions. Depolarizing voltage steps from the −100-mV holding potential to +80 mV ([Fig. 3 A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) or +40 mV ([Fig. 3 B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) generated significant on-gating currents and large inward deactivating NMDG^+^ currents. 4-AP is an effective pore blocker of Kv channels, and application of 5 mM 4-AP to the bath solution had no effect on the on-gating currents, but greatly inhibited the inward NMDG^+^ currents. The inward currents during repolarization became transient currents with a rapid decaying phase resembling off-gating currents recorded in 4-AP ([@bib43]; [@bib10]; [@bib34]). The inhibition of the inward NMDG^+^ currents was evaluated from the *Q*~off~/*Q*~on~ ratio, which was ∼20--30 in control experiments in the absence of blockers ([Figs. 1 E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2 D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). In [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, 5 mM 4-AP reduced the *Q*~off~/*Q~on~* ratio to 1.54 ± 0.39 (*n* = 4) in Kv3.2b and to 1.11 ± 0.08 (*n* = 6) in Kv3.1. This suggests that most, but not quite all, of the excessive inward tail current in both channels was sensitive to 4-AP.

![Inhibition of the NMDG^+^ currents by 4-AP. Top traces of A and B illustrate the pulse protocols used to record the currents shown below. The cells were held at −100 mV and depolarized for 12 ms to +80 mV (A) or +40 mV (B). The pulse frequency was 0.5 Hz. The current recordings were obtained from a cell transiently expressing Kv3.2b channels (A) or a cell stably expressing Kv3.1 channels (B) with 140 mM of symmetrical NMDG^+^ solutions in the presence of 0 or 5 mM 4-AP in the bathing solutions. Note that the application of 5 mM 4-AP in the bathing solutions significantly inhibited the inward NMDG^+^ currents both in Kv3.2b and Kv3.1 channels.](JGP_200810139_LW_Fig3){#fig3}

Kv3 subfamily channels are also sensitive to block by extracellular TEA ([@bib54]), which binds in the outer pore and occludes the channel ([@bib41]; [@bib22]; [@bib28]). [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows current recordings of Kv3.1 and Kv3.2b channels obtained with 140 mM symmetrical NMDG^+^ in the absence or presence of 10 mM TEA^+^~o~. TEA^+^~o~ had no effect on the on-gating currents but reduced the inward NMDG^+^ currents significantly. In [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, 10 mM TEA^+^~o~ reduced the *Q*~off~/*Q~on~* ratio to 1.33 ± 0.17 (*n* = 3) in Kv3.2b and to 1.42 ± 0.34 (*n* = 4) in Kv3.1. These data, as for the 4-AP results, suggest a relatively complete block of inward NMDG^+^ currents by TEA and support the idea that most, if not all, of the NMDG^+^ passes through the ion-conducting pore of the channels.

![Block of the NMDG^+^ currents by external TEA^+^. Top traces of A and B illustrate the pulse protocols used to induce the currents shown below. The cells were held at −100 mV and depolarized for 12 ms to +40 mV (A) or +20 mV (B) every 2 s. The current recordings were obtained from a cell transiently expressing Kv3.2b channels (A) or a cell stably expressing Kv3.1 channels (B) in the presence of 0 or 10 mM TEA in the external solutions. Extracellular application of 10 mM TEA significantly blocked the inward NMDG^+^ currents both in Kv3.2b and Kv3.1 channels.](JGP_200810139_LW_Fig4){#fig4}

Lack of NMDG^+^ currents in nonconducting Kv3.2b mutant channels
----------------------------------------------------------------

Because the blocking agents used above were unable to completely inhibit NMDG^+^ currents (as the *Q*~off~/*Q~on~* ratios remained significantly \>1.0) and we cannot exclude their ability to bind elsewhere in the protein and block, for example, omega pores, the pathway of NMDG^+^ permeation was further examined using nonconducting mutant channels. First, a nonconducting mutant of the rat Kv3.2b channel was created by converting P468, the first proline of the PVP motif in the S6 helix, to tryptophan (P468W; [Fig. 5 A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, inset). This nonconducting mutation is analogous to *Shaker* P473W ([@bib15]), in which the structural alterations of the activation gate prevent the channel from opening during activation. Transient expression of Kv3.2b P468W channels in HEK cells allows the recording of gating currents as shown in [Fig. 5 A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. When membrane voltage is stepped back to −100 mV, the inward currents appear as transient downward current deflections after 12-ms pulses to between −80 and +60 mV, and compared with the recordings from WT channels shown in [Fig. 1 C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, it is obvious that the large inward currents during repolarization seen there have been eliminated in this S6 mutant channel. The amplitude of the inward tail current was only modestly larger than the amplitude of on-gating current with an averaged ratio of Q~off~/Q~on~ of 1.5--2 over the range of voltages from −50 to +80 mV ([Fig. 5, B and D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), much less than that in [Fig. 1 E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. In addition, the inward tail currents remained fast with monoexponential kinetics during the decay. The time constant of relaxation of the inward tail current (τ~off~) was ∼0.6 ms over the range of voltages from −60 to +80 mV ([Fig. 5 C](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Such transient inward currents during repolarization resemble off-gating currents recorded in 4-AP ([@bib43]; [@bib10]; [@bib34]), consistent with the suggestion that the P468W mutation prevented the opening of the activation gate during the prior depolarization. Hence, the lack of significant inward NMDG^+^ current in the Kv3.2b P468W mutant channel resulted from the closing of the activation gate, supporting the idea that the permeation path for NMDG^+^ ions is the central ion-conducting pore, i.e., through the selectivity filter.

![Lack of inward NMDG^+^ currents in cells expressing Kv3.2b P468W channels. (A) Gating current recording from transiently expressed Kv3.2b P468W channels using the pulse protocol shown at the top of A. The interpulse interval was 5 s. (Insets) Sequence of S6 helix of the Kv3.2b subunit with the mutated proline in bold. (B) The time courses of the charge movement during the pulses (top) and upon repolarization (bottom) for Kv3.2b P468W channels. The amount of charge (*Q*~on~ and *Q*~off~) was calculated by integrating the currents during depolarizations and repolarizations shown in A. (C) Time constants for decay of the inward tail currents as a function of pulse potential from data as in A. (D) The ratio of *Q*~off~/*Q*~on~ as a function of pulse potential from data as in A.](JGP_200810139_LW_Fig5){#fig5}

The second mutation of Kv3.2b that we attempted to use to identify the pathway for NMDG^+^ permeation was in the pore, W426F, which is analogous to the *Shaker* W434F ([@bib50]) and Kv1.5 W472F ([@bib67]) nonconducting mutants. The mutation of W to F makes the channels inactivated at rest, blocking the permeation of cations larger than Na^+^ through the selectivity filter ([@bib71]; [@bib61]; [@bib65]). However, transient expression of Kv3.2b W426F with eGFP in HEK cells gave neither gating current nor NMDG^+^ current from the cells showing significant expression of eGFP protein. This might suggest that the inactivated mutant channel no longer conducted NMDG^+^, but we could not exclude the possibility that Kv3.2b W426F did not express at the cell surface. As we could not conclusively establish whether or not the NMDG^+^ current was abolished in Kv3.2b W426F channels, Kv1.5 was used as an alternative model to examine the effect of this pore mutation on NMDG^+^ permeation (see [Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}).

Block of the outward NMDG^+^ current by intracellular Mg^2+^
------------------------------------------------------------

Kv3.1 and 3.2b channels conducted large inward NMDG^+^ currents during channel deactivation ([Figs. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}--[4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), but strong depolarizations failed to evoke such large outward NMDG^+^ currents, despite equal intracellular and extracellular NMDG^+^ concentrations. Cells expressing Kv3.1 channels, in symmetrical 140 mM NMDG^+^, were held at −100 mV and depolarized by a prepulse to +60 mV for 30 ms to activate the channels, and then the cell was repolarized to −60 mV for 2 ms, followed by a second depolarizing pulse to +60 mV. During the prepulse, on-gating current at the beginning of the pulse was followed by a slowly rising outward current that reached ∼200 pA. Upon repolarization to −60 mV, the peak amplitude of the inward current was over 1 nA, giving a ratio of the outward current to the inward current of 0.11 (mean ratio: 0.07 ± 0.02; *n* = 4; [Fig. 6 D](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Returning to +60 mV again showed only a small outward current, so these data suggest that the NMDG^+^ current in Kv3 channels shows strong inward rectification.

![Block of the outward NMDG^+^ current by internal Mg^2+^. (A) A current recording from a cell stably expressing Kv3.1 channels with symmetrical 140 mM NMDG^+^, 1 mM Mg^2+^ solutions. The double-pulse protocol used to elicit the currents in A and B is shown at the top of A. The cells were held at −100 mV. A depolarizing pulse to +60 mV was interrupted by a short repolarizing pulse to −60 mV to assess the inward currents. (B) A current recording obtained with similar experimental conditions as in A except for the absence of internal Mg^2+^. (C) A current recording obtained with similar experimental conditions as in A. The double-pulse protocol used to elicit these currents is shown at the top of C. The cells were held at −100 mV, and then depolarized to +150 mV, interrupted by a short repolarizing pulse to −150 mV to assess the inward currents. (D) The averaged ratio of the outward current over the inward current in the absence or presence of internal Mg^2+^. The amplitude of the outward and inward currents was measured at the end of the prepulse and the beginning of the repolarizing pulse as indicated by arrows in A. The data are from four to five cells. \*, P \< 0.01; \*\*, P \< 0.001.](JGP_200810139_GS_Fig6){#fig6}

In inward rectifier K^+^ channels, the rectification results from the rapid block of the pore by intracellular Mg^2+^ and/or polyamine molecules ([@bib20]; [@bib42]; [@bib45]). Such block of the pore by internal Mg^2+^ at positive potentials was also observed in Kv3.1 K^+^ current recordings ([@bib16]; [@bib13]). The experiment shown in [Fig. 6 A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} was repeated using a Mg^2+^-free internal solution ([Fig. 6 B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), and here the +60-mV pulse induced a significantly larger outward NMDG^+^ current that had a mean amplitude ratio of 0.75 ± 0.09 (*n* = 4) to the inward current ([Fig. 6 D](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). As Mg^2+^ ions are smaller (diameter: 1.3 Å) ([@bib19]) than NMDG^+^, we wondered if Mg^2+^ could also pass through Kv3 channels. [Fig. 6 C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows that in 1 mM of Mg^2+^-containing internal solution, a depolarizing pulse to +150 mV equalized the mean amplitude ratio of inward to outward currents (1.03 ± 0.03; *n* = 5; [Fig. 6 D](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that the internal Mg^2+^ block was relieved by large depolarizations that forced Mg^2+^ ions through the pore.

Kv3 channels conduct NMDG^+^ in their open state
------------------------------------------------

The experiments described so far clearly suggest that NMDG^+^ permeates through the pore of Kv3 channels, rather than via another secondary pathway. However, they do not establish the nature of the conducting channel state. Potassium channels are typically highly selective for K^+^ ions over other cations in their open state, but the ion selectivity of K^+^ channels is altered along with conformational changes of the channel protein. One example is C-type inactivated *Shaker* and Kv channels that do not pass significant amounts of K^+^, but become permeable to Na^+^ ([@bib60]; [@bib25]; [@bib68]). As well, in the absence of internal and external K^+^, *Shaker* and some Kv channels show rapid increases in Na^+^ permeability as a result of accelerated C-type inactivation. Because many of the experiments we describe here were performed in the absence of internal or external K^+^, it is possible that although slow inactivation appears absent in these channels, it may be enhanced in the absence of K^+^ ([@bib65]), and thus that NMDG^+^ currents are passing through inactivated channels. Interestingly, it is thought that 4-AP cannot block inactivated channels ([@bib4]), so the observation that 4-AP blocks NMDG^+^ currents quite effectively ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) argues against the channels being C-type inactivated and supports the hypothesis that they are in the open state.

If the permeation of NMDG^+^ is through the open Kv3 channel pore, NMDG^+^ and K^+^ ions will occupy the conduction pathway, so mixtures of NMDG^+^ and K^+^ should produce one of two possible changes of the reversal potential. If permeation of NMDG^+^ and K^+^ through the channel is mutually exclusive, the reversal potential for the currents should be at the equilibrium potential of one of the ions. On the other hand, if both K^+^ and NMDG^+^ can permeate open Kv3 channels at low concentrations of K^+^, mixtures of K^+^ and NMDG^+^ should show an intermediate reversal potential, governed by the permeability ratio, *P*~K~^+^/*P*~NMDG~^+^, of the two ions. With 140 mM NMDG^+^ inside and outside the membrane, the extracellular addition of 0.3 or 1 mM K^+^ positively shifted the reversal potential, measured from the tail currents shown in [Fig. 7 (B--D)](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, from −5.5 ± 1.6 mV to 10.2 ± 0.8 and 25.2 ± 1.8 mV, respectively (*n* = 4; P \< 0.001; [Fig. 7 E](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). At the same time, the *P*~K~^+^/*P*~NMDG~^+^ ratio, calculated from GHK constant field theory as described in Materials and methods, remained almost the same in the presence of 0.3 and 1 mM K^+^~o~, at 232 ± 23.0 and 242 ± 24.8, respectively. The current waveforms during these experiments, particularly with 1 mM K^+^~o~, strongly suggests that NMDG^+^ permeates open Kv3 channels, as it is extremely unlikely that channels could shift from an inactivated state passing outward NMDG^+^ current to the open state to allow observation of inward K^+^ tail currents without complex kinetic changes.

![Changes in the reversal potential of NMDG^+^ currents with the addition of low concentrations of K^+^~o~. (A) The pulses used for the experiments shown in B--D. A depolarizing step from −100 to +60 mV was followed by repolarization to different potentials ranging from −50 to +20, +40, and +50 mV in B--D, respectively. The pulses were applied at 0.1 Hz. (B--D) Currents recorded in the presence of symmetrical 140 mM NMDG^+^~i/o~ plus the concentration of K^+^~o~ indicated in the figure. The internal solutions were Mg^2+^ free in all experiments. (E) Peak tail current--voltage curves showing the shift in reversal potential produced by the addition of 0.3 or 1 mM of extracellular K^+^. Data from B--D: *n* = 4.](JGP_200810139_LW_Fig7){#fig7}

Reversal potential shifts in Kv3.1 were further measured using mixtures of K^+^ and NMDG^+^ ([Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). Solutions contained 1 mM K^+^~i~/0.3 mM K^+^~o~ plus 140 mM NMDG^+^~i/o~, 10 mM K^+^~i~/3 mM K^+^~o~ plus 140 mM NMDG^+^~i/o~, and 100 mM K^+^~i~ plus 40 mM NMDG^+^~i~/30 mM K^+^~o~ plus 110 mM NMDG^+^~o~. As the ratio of K^+^~o~/K^+^~i~ was maintained at 0.3, the reversal potential for K^+^ (*E*~K~^+^), calculated with the Nernst equation, should remain at ∼−30 mV in the absence of NMDG^+^ permeation. With 1 mM K^+^~i~/0.3 mM K^+^~o~ plus 140 mM NMDG^+^~i/o~, the reversal potential, measured from the tail currents, was −14.4 ± 0.8 mV (*n* = 7). The reversal potential was not equal to *E*~K~^+^ but was consistent with the value (∼−14 mV) calculated from the GHK equation using *P*~K~^+^/*P*~NMDG~^+^ equal to 232. Increases in K^+^ concentration produced a shift of the reversal potential toward *E*~K~^+^, so that with 100 mM K^+^~i~ /30 mM K^+^~o~, the reversal potential became −28.0 ± 2.0 mV (*n* = 11), almost equal to *E*~K~^+^ and the value (∼−30 mV) calculated from the GHK equation. The reversal potential shifts in the different mixtures of K^+^ and NMDG^+^ strongly suggest that NMDG^+^ permeates open Kv3 channels.

![Shifts of the Kv3.1 reversal potential in different mixtures of K^+^~i/o~ and NMDG^+^ ~i/o~. (A--C; Top) Currents recorded in the presence of symmetrical 140 mM NMDG^+^~i/o~ (A and B) or 40 mM NMDG^+^~i~ and 110 mM NMDG^+^~o~ (C) plus the concentration ratios for K^+^ indicated above the traces in A--C. The pulse protocol used for the experiments is similar to that shown in [Fig. 7 A](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}. The internal solutions were Mg^2+^ free in all experiments. (A--C; bottom) Peak tail current--voltage curves showing the shift in reversal potential in mixtures of K^+^ and NMDG^+^. The reversal potentials were −12.3 (−14.4 ± 0.8 mV; *n* = 7), −20.6 (−20.6 ± 1.2 mV; *n* = 6), and −28.8 mV (−28.0 ± 2.0 mV; *n* = 11) for A, B, and C, respectively. The differences between A, B, and C are all highly significant (P \< 0.001).](JGP_200810139_LW_Fig8){#fig8}

We also measured the permeability of Kv3.1 channels to another larger cation, Cs^+^, which has a diameter of 3.38 Å and usually is considered a blocker of most K^+^ channels, to confirm the capability of Kv3 channels to conduct large cations. Significant Cs^+^ current could be recorded from HEK cells expressing WT Kv3.1 channels. The *P*~K~^+^/*PCs*^+^ ratio in the presence of 70, 100, and 140 mM K^+^~o~ (Cs^+^~i~ = 140 mM) was 3.3 ± 0.3, 3.8 ± 0.2, and 3.9 ± 0.2 (*n* = 6--9), respectively.

NMDG^+^ permeability controlled by an Arg at the outer pore
-----------------------------------------------------------

To date, significant NMDG^+^ conductance has not been reported in any Kv channels. Here, apart from demonstrating a significant NMDG^+^ permeability in Kv3 channels, we also confirmed the lack of NMDG^+^ conductance in a Kv1 family channel, Kv1.5. This led us to compare the amino acid sequences in the pore of Kv3 and Kv1.5 channels to attempt to identify a molecular mechanism underlying the permeability to NMDG^+^. The pore helix and selectivity filter region are highly conserved, and only four differences are seen between Kv3.1, Kv3.2b, and Kv1.5 ([Fig. 9 A](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). One of these is an Arg residue located at the outer pore region in Kv1.5 (R487), which is the positional equivalent of T449 in *Shaker*. In Kv3.1 and Kv3.2b, this is replaced by a Tyr residue that confers a high affinity to extracellular TEA^+^ binding ([@bib41]; [@bib11]) and is suggested to inhibit C-type inactivation in Kv channels ([@bib36]; [@bib33]). Particularly, substitution of Val for Arg (R487V) prevents the inactivation of Kv1.5 Na^+^ current ([@bib69]). These data suggest that this residue can critically regulate the conformation of the outer pore mouth and the selectivity filter and, perhaps in doing so, regulate channel permeability.

Mutation of the Arg residue in Kv1.5 (R487) to either Tyr (Kv1.5 R487Y) or Val (Kv1.5 R487V) conferred NMDG^+^ permeability to mutant Kv1.5 channels expressed in HEK cells. Both single mutants showed large inward NMDG^+^ currents during repolarization to −100 mV ([Fig. 9, B and C](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}), which were similar to those seen in Kv3.1 and Kv3.2b channels. The amplitudes of the inward currents were much larger than the amplitude of the on-gating currents during the preceding depolarizations. The averaged ratio of *Q*~off~ over *Q*~on~ increased in a voltage-dependent manner to as much as 30 when the depolarizations were positive to −40 mV and saturated at potentials over −10 mV ([Fig. 9 E](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). These inward currents could also be abolished by replacement of NMDG^+^~o~ with TEA^+^~o~ (not depicted).

![NMDG^+^ currents recorded from HEK cells expressing Kv1.5 R487Y/V or Kv1.5 W472F/R487Y mutant channels. (A) Sequence alignment of the P-loop region of Kv1.5, Kv3.1, and Kv3.2b channels. The asterisks mark the amino acid differences between the three sequences. An arrow indicates an Arg residue at the outer pore of Kv1.5, which is replaced by Tyr in Kv3.1 and Kv3.2b channels and is the positional homologue of *Shaker* T449. (B and C) Current recordings from HEK cells stably expressing Kv1.5 R487Y (B) or R487V (C) mutant channels. To record the currents, the cells were held at −100 mV and depolarized for 12 ms at 0.5 Hz to potentials of −20, −10, 0, and +80 mV. The experimental solutions are similar to those in [Fig. 1 C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The upward current deflections during the depolarizations are on-gating currents. (D) Gating current recording from transiently expressed Kv1.5 W472F/R487Y channels with pulses from −60 to +80 mV in 10-mV steps. The holding potential was −100 mV, and pulses were applied at 0.5 Hz. (E) Averaged ratio of *Q*~off~/*Q*~on~ as a function of the pulse potential. The amount of charge displaced during depolarization and repolarization (*Q*~on~ and *Q*~off~, respectively) was obtained from the time integral of the currents during depolarization and repolarization shown in B, C, and D as indicated by the label on each graph (*n* = 5). Kv1.5 WT data are included for comparative purposes.](JGP_200810139R_LW_Fig9){#fig9}

The result with the mutants Kv1.5 R487V/Y, which are thought to cause relatively local changes in selectivity filter function, provides further support to our data showing that the selectivity filter pathway provides the route for NMDG^+^ current. We tested this idea using the pore mutant, Kv1.5 W472F, which is equivalent to *Shaker* W434F ([@bib50]), and permanently inactivates the channel at rest. As in *Shaker*, Kv1.5 W472F mutant channels do not allow cations larger than Na^+^ to pass through their selectivity filter ([@bib65], [@bib66]). With symmetrical 140 mM NMDG^+^~i/o~, recordings from cells expressing Kv1.5 W472F/R487Y only showed gating currents that were identical to those previously characterized from WT, W434F, or W472F mutants of *Shaker* and Kv1.5 channels, respectively ([@bib51], [@bib50]; [@bib71]; [@bib67]; [@bib65]) ([Fig. 9 D](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). Off-gating currents were decreased in amplitude at potentials \>−20 mV ([Fig. 9 E](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}), and this relative gating charge immobilization further emphasized the abolition of the large inward NMDG^+^ currents seen in Kv1.5 R487Y/V channels ([Fig. 9, B and C](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). Clearly, the pore mutation W472F blocked the permeation of NMDG^+^, despite the presence of a Tyr at 487, and further, the lack of NMDG^+^ current through the permanently inactivated W472F channels strongly suggested that NMDG^+^ conduction in the Kv3 and Kv1.5 R487Y/V channels cannot be through inactivated channels, but must be through the ion-conducting pore in its open state.

DISCUSSION
==========

Permeation of NMDG^+^ in Kv3 channels
-------------------------------------

Here, we describe a novel permeability to NMDG^+^ in Kv3.1, 3.2b, and Kv1.5 R487Y/V channels. NMDG^+^ is a much larger molecule than K^+^, and the ability of the pore to allow NMDG^+^ to permeate suggests a significant flexibility in the structure of the selectivity filter, more so than previously thought, and we ascribe this regulation of selectivity filter diameter to a residue external to the filter itself. In this study, the permeability to NMDG^+^ was tested in rat Kv3.1 and Kv3.2b channels, but because the composition of amino acids is very conserved in the pore region of Kv3 channels ([@bib53]; [@bib56]), it is very likely that all Kv3 subfamily channels share this permeability to NMDG^+^.

Asymmetrical gating currents in Kv3 channels inhibited by 4-AP and TEA
----------------------------------------------------------------------

This work began with unusual gating current recordings from HEK cells expressing WT Kv3.1 and 3.2b channels. With the symmetrical NMDG^+^ solutions that are often used, the recorded "off-gating currents" were much larger than the on-gating currents at the voltages over the activation threshold ([Figs. 1 C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2 B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), showing a larger amount of charge returned during deactivation than moved during activation ([Figs. 1 E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2 D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Such gating current recordings are different from those obtained from *Shaker* and other Kv channels, in which the *Q*~off~ is usually equal to or less than *Q*~on~ ([@bib51], [@bib50]; [@bib2]; [@bib5]; [@bib71]; [@bib67]). It is clear that the larger tail currents obtained in Kv3 channels were not due to any contamination from the endogenous channels, and that they could be reduced to a magnitude equal to or less than the on-gating currents by replacing NMDG^+^~o~ with TEA^+^~o~ ([Figs. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). These data suggested that the larger tail currents resulted from contamination by ionic NMDG^+^ currents during repolarization. Both 4-AP and TEA^+^~o~ could inhibit the inward NMDG^+^ currents ([Figs. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), and mutations made in the deep pore or at the activation gate to prevent the ions from entering the selectivity filter also successfully abolished the NMDG^+^ current ([Figs. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that NMDG^+^ passed through the ion-conducting pore of the channels. Because NMDG^+^ currents had a voltage dependence that matched channel opening rather than *Q*~on~, this also suggests that they are associated with pore opening rather than a secondary conduction pathway.

Intracellular Mg^2+^~i~ block of NMDG^+^ currents
-------------------------------------------------

Internal Mg^2+^ strongly blocks the outward NMDG^+^ current ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Mg^2+^~i~ has also been reported to produce a small block of macroscopic K^+^ current at very positive potentials ([@bib13]), but this seems less significant than the block of NMDG^+^ current seen here. This may not be directly related to the different ionic diameters because although Mg^2+^ is roughly half the diameter of K^+^, fully hydrated Mg^2+^ is somewhat bigger (∼10 Å) ([@bib39]) than a hydrated K^+^, which is ∼8 Å in diameter ([@bib70]; [@bib24]). It is possible that hydrated Mg^2+^ in the inner vestibule provides a more effective barrier preventing NMDG^+^ access to the selectivity filter than it does for K^+^. Interestingly, we found that the block of outward NMDG^+^ current by internal Mg^2+^ ions could be relieved by very large depolarizations, which suggested that Mg^2+^ needed to overcome a large energy barrier to pass through the selectivity filter, perhaps one required to dehydrate Mg^2+^ ions. Of course, we cannot rule out the possibility that strong depolarizations can deform the selectivity filter structure and allow permeation.

NMDG^+^ conduction through the open channel
-------------------------------------------

The selectivity of Kv channels varies with conformation, giving state-dependent ion selectivity. C-type inactivated *Shaker* and Kv channels are impermeable to K^+^ but become more conductive to Na^+^, implying a conformational change involving a partial constriction of the selectivity filter ([@bib60]; [@bib25]; [@bib68]). Because NMDG^+^ currents were recorded in the absence of K^+^ ([Figs. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), conformational and functional changes such as enhanced C-type inactivation might have occurred ([@bib60]; [@bib68]; [@bib65]). The addition of 0.3 and 1 mM K^+^ to the external NMDG^+^ solution positively shifted the reversal potential from −5.5 mV for symmetrical NMDG^+^ to +10.2 and +25.2 mV ([Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), with little change in *P*~K~^+^/*P*~NMDG~^+^. This permeability ratio (*P*~K~^+^/*P*~NMDG~^+^) also governed the shifts of reversal potential in the mixtures of K^+^ and NMDG^+^ ([Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). These observations can be explained by a permeation of both NMDG^+^ and K^+^ ions through Kv3 channels in their open state. Alternatively, if channels were inactivated or in other states that allowed NMDG^+^ but not K^+^ permeation, low concentrations of K^+^ might produce a block of NMDG^+^ permeation without itself conducting, but would not change the observed reversal potential.

NMDG^+^ conduction through the open state was further supported by experiments with the Kv1.5 W472F/R487Y channel ([Fig. 9, D and E](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). As the Kv1.5 W472F mutation permanently inactivates channels, the failure to record NMDG^+^ current from cells expressing the construct strongly indicates that the inactivated channels were unable to conduct NMDG^+^.

Expansion of the narrow selectivity filter
------------------------------------------

The crystal structures of KcsA and Kv1.2 channels show that the open intracellular gate can be as wide as 10 Å, and the deeper internal cavity has a diameter of ∼10 Å ([@bib8]; [@bib35]), so that neither of these structures should be a barrier for the entry of NMDG^+^ to the base of the selectivity filter. The selectivity filter itself is lined by backbone carbonyl oxygen atoms, approximating the hydration shell of K^+^ ions, and the Val and Tyr side chains from the V-G-Y-G sequence point away from the pore and make specific interactions with side chains of amino acids from the tilted pore helix. These structural constraints hold the selectivity filter open at its proper diameter ([@bib8]), as wide as only one or two atomic diameters. Such a narrow pore allows the carbonyl oxygen atoms to coordinate dehydrated K^+^ ions, but not smaller Na^+^ ions, to give the selectivity over Na^+^ seen in K^+^ channels. The number of carbonyl oxygen atoms that surround permeating ions is the most important factor in determining ion selectivity ([@bib62]), so there must be sufficient structural rigidity to maintain the carbonyl ligation environment. Consequently, a selectivity filter one or two atomic diameters wide cuts off the permeation of larger particles. Biophysical studies show that the largest permeant metal ion in K^+^ channels is Rb^+^, suggesting a selectivity filter with a maximum inner diameter of around 3 Å ([@bib1]; [@bib18]), which is in good agreement with data from the crystal structures of KcsA and Kv1.2 channels ([@bib8]; [@bib35]). The sharpness of the permeability cutoff for K^+^ channels implies that the selectivity filter is not easily expanded further.

The permeability to NMDG^+^ observed in Kv3 channels is therefore surprising, suggesting an expansibility or plasticity of the selectivity filter in Kv channels. Such a dramatic enlargement of the pore, similar to the phenomenon reported in some P2X channels ([@bib23]; [@bib64]), has never been reported in Kv channels. There is only one amino acid difference between the filter sequence of Kv1.5 and Kv3 channels, TVGYG in Kv1.5 and TLGYG in Kv3 channels ([Fig. 8 A](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}), and it seems unlikely that a single change of V to L would make the selectivity filter of Kv3 channels better able to conduct NMDG^+^ than Kv1.5 because of their chemical similarity. Alternatively, the protein packing around the selectivity filter could be an important factor in allowing flexibility of the selectivity filter, as suggested by crystal structure and biophysical studies ([@bib8]; [@bib7]). And indeed, the data in the present study suggest an important role for Tyr residues in the outer pore.

Control of the permeability by an outer pore residue
----------------------------------------------------

A Tyr residue in the outer pore of Kv3 channels (Y407 in Kv3.1 and Y444 in Kv3.2b) appears to be responsible for the permeability to NMDG^+^, as Kv1.5 with an Arg at the equivalent site, R487, does not conduct NMDG^+^ at all ([@bib67]), whereas mutation of Arg to either Tyr or Val in Kv1.5 R487Y/V allows NMDG^+^ permeation ([Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). The equivalent residue in *Shaker* (T449) was originally identified as part of the high affinity TEA binding site ([@bib41]). Mutation of T to Y results in even higher affinity TEA^+^ binding, whereas mutation of T to a charged residue results in a loss of external TEA^+^ sensitivity as exemplified in Kv1.5. The mechanisms underlying external TEA^+^ binding are well understood from biophysical, pharmacological, and crystal structure studies ([@bib41]; [@bib22]; [@bib28]). The aromatic side chains of Y or the aliphatic hydroxyl side chain of T form a receptor for TEA^+^ where it can bind and occlude the pore. All Kv3 subfamily channels have a Tyr residue at the equivalent site ([@bib53]; [@bib56]) and are very sensitive to external TEA^+^ ([@bib53]; [@bib54]).

The interaction between outer pore and pore helix residues has also been suggested to be key in initiating and stabilizing the constriction of the selectivity filter during C-type inactivation ([@bib7]). We also noted that when Kv3.1 channels conduct Na^+^ current, C-type inactivation is reduced (not depicted) as in Kv1.5 R487V/Y mutant channels ([@bib69]). And so, it seems that this Tyr residue plays a similar role in determining many of the biophysical and pharmacological properties of Kv3 channels as it does in *Shaker* and other Kv1 channels. The molecular mechanisms underlying the NMDG^+^ permeability of Kv3 channels remain to be fully understood, but some speculations are possible. This outer pore residue may regulate the flexibility of the selectivity filter directly, perhaps by affecting the interaction between the residues of selectivity filter and the pore helix ([@bib7]). Alternatively, the action of Y407/444 in Kv3 channels may be indirect, as in Kv1.5 where the mutation of R487 to Y or V reduces C-type inactivation of the selectivity filter. In this case, the presence of Y407/444 may prevent Kv3.1/3.2b channels from undergoing the conformational changes associated with C-type inactivation, and this might reduce the ability of the pore to cut off the permeation of larger ions. In native Kv3 channels, the selectivity filter may remain in a more flexible open state, allowing NMDG^+^ ions to enter and then expand the pore to go through.
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